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This is the story of Elizabeth de Grey of Coudenoure, the secret love, the one and only truly great

love of England's famed King Henry the VIII. Pre-contracted in the blush of youth and young love

before the death of Henry the VII's first son, Henry and Elizabeth are then kept apart through the

malice of his grandmother, Lady Margaret Beaufort once Henry becomes heir apparent to the

throne. But theirs is a love so deep that all of history's tides cannot quench the sacred flame of love

that burns between Henry and Elizabeth, the seventh wife.
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Honestly, so much of this content was made up rather than researched, it was just a book of pure

fiction that had real-life characters in it. I do read extensively on the medieval era and this book just

didn't make the cut, aside from pure entertainment. In that respect, I would give it 3 stars. History it

ain't.

I found this book very well written but not authentic enough to hold my interest. It was disappointing

that I could not relate to the real character of Henry VIII. Presumably he had many mistresses but

married six times. Even as historical fiction, some details should be factual so a reader can relate to

the history of the era. I kept thinking that maybe I was wrong to think that didn't actually have a 7th



wife. But I was right and knew this was only a fiction.

I think the only reason I didn't give it 5 stars is that it's completely fiction. An unusual supposition for

Henry VIII's sudden antipathy towards Anne Boleyn, I found it an easy read, enjoying it and caring

about the characters. But, again, it's total fiction and should not be call a historical novel. I read

historical novels to learn about the British monarchy and therefore want facts presented to me in a

fictional (i.e. readable) format. Except for Henry VIII really having lived there's virtually nothing

historical about it! Read it as a nice beach novel - Easy to get through, but also easy to put down. It

won't keep you awake reading all night.

I've been reading about the Tutor reign most of my life and love every inch of their struggles in

history. This book was such fun filled with history but the fictional characters brought into Betty 's

story were so entertaining. This truly was one of the best historical fictions I've never read. Thank

you, Betty!!

The problem with writing historical novels is that you really need to try to stay true to the facts.

Henry was destined for the church, he would have had no fiancÃ©e. If you know that, the whole

novel idea seems like a poor one. Especially if you know how things worked in those times. Arthur

would have inherited t he throne, Henry would have taken orders

I wish kindle supply was more professional. Proof reading seems to be a thing of the past. Just "too

bad" for the reader when so many grammatical mistakes are made. And nearly every book has a

paragraph repeat itself word for word. Oh, well, what can we expect for a cheap read, eh? I wanted

paperwhite for the convenience, and expected more style, better layout, and at a minimum, better

editing. Tsk, tsk. I am seriously considering dumping digital and sticking with paper and ink books.

I usually like more accurate reading but this was good.

This was a very enjoyable and creative story that offered an interesting view of Henry while

concentrating mostly on rich, new characters.
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